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QUESTION 1 
You have chosen the "Advanced" option during the main configuration of the SUM tool. Which 
steps take place via the shadow instance? 
There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
Response: 
 

A. Conversion of application tables (PARCONVJJPG) 

B. Activation of dictionary objects (ACT_UPG) 

C. Switch to new repository (EU_SWITCH) 

D. Modification adjustment (SPDD) 

 
Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
You are planning to upgrade your SAP ECC 6.07 system running on a single codepage (SCP) to 
SAP ECC 6.08. What is the recommended option to perform this upgrade? Please choose the 
correct answer. 
Response: 
 

A. Perform the upgrade to SAP ECC 6.08 before the Unicode conversion. 

B. Combine the upgrade and the Unicode conversion using the Twin Upgrade &Unicode Conversion 
(TU &UC) procedure. 

C. Perform the Unicode conversion before the upgrade to SAP ECC 6.08. 

D. Combine the upgrade and the Unicode conversion using the Combined Upgrade &Unicode 
Conversion (CU &UC) procedure. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
You want to perform an SAP S/4HANA conversion using SUM with DMO. Which steps run before 
the beginning of the technical downtime, independent of your SUM configuration? There are 3 
correct answers to this question. 
Response: 
 

A. Generation of the new ABAP loads in phase RUN_SGEN_GENER8 

B. Import of upgrade and language data from the download directory in phase TABIM UPG 

C. Activation of dictionary objects in phase ACT_UPG 

D. Creation of application tables in the SAP HANA database in phase 
EU_CLONE_MIG_DT_CREATE 

E. Import of dictionary objects from the download directory in phase DDIC_UPG 

 
Answer: BCE 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
You are performing an S/4HANA conversion of the development system. Which credentials do 
you use in which system to perform the adjustment of dictionary objects (SPDD)? Please choose 
the correct answer. 
Response: 
 

A. Credentials of a named user in client 000 of the shadow system 
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B. Credentials of a named user in the development client of the development system 

C. Credentials of user DDIC in client 000 of the shadow system 

D. Credentials of user DDIC in the development client of the development system 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
What is the benefit of using the file UPGANA.XML from a previous SUM run? Please choose the 
correct answer. 
Response: 
 

A. To auto-fill specific fields on selected screens on the SUM UI 

B. To make the progress information within SUM UI more accurate 

C. To repeat specific phases during the SUM run 

D. To skip selected phases during the SUM run 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
You want to execute a Unicode Conversion only. Which approach do you need to follow? Please 
choose the correct answer. 
Response: 
 

A. SWPM using the Backup / Restore procedure 

B. SUM with DMO 

C. SUM without DMO 

D. SWPM using the Load procedure 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
You are performing an SAP S/4HANA conversion of the development system. Which credentials 
do you use in which system to perform the adjustment of programs and other non-dictionary 
repository objects (SPAU)? 
Please choose the correct answer. 
 

A. Credentials of a named user in client 000 of the shadow system 

B. Credentials of a named user in the development client of the development system 

C. Credentials of user DDIC in client 000 of the shadow system 

D. Credentials of user DDIC in the development client of the development system 

 
Answer: B 
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